1986

Untitled, 1988

Meanwhile. Back At The Ranch

. . . •

Los Angeles

Kuhlenschmidt-Simon.

ink print collage, gesso, encaustic, wood, and rubberized
cork on gessoed plywood

1987

84 x 60"(213.3 x 152.4 cm)

Toyama Now '87 New Art Around the Pacific, The Museum
of Modern Art. Toyama. japan

Untitled. 1988

Awards in the Visual Arts 6. Grey Art Gallery. New York
University

paintstick on gessoed plyw:xxl

JILL GIEGERICH

rubber, Xerox, shellac with pigment. charcoal. and
84 x 60"(213 3

1988
Cal Arts Skeptical Belief(s). Renaissance Society. University
ofChicago

x

152.4 cm)

All works courtesy Margo Leovin Gallery. Los Angeles.
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Untitled. 1987

wood print collage on paper. gesso, charcoal. rubber.
tracing paper. and asphalt emulsion on plywood
x

135 9

OF

MODEIN ART

1 Howard S inger man . "When a Glass is a ::;lass:· LA. Times, University Gallery,
San Diego State Un1ve�ity, 1982, pp. 1. S.

CHECKLIST

70Y� x 53'h x 23/�"(178.4

NOTES

x 7.0

cm)

2 The list is most complete 1n the interview with Julia Brown and Jacqu elone
Cmt published 1n the caialogue ror the exh1b1tion Summer 1985· Nine Artists.
The Museum of Contemporary Art. LO! Angeles. 1985. unpaginated

A CONTINUING SERIES OF

3 Author'sconve™tion with the artist. at her studio in Los Angeles, 28 Apnl, 1988.
4 Ibid.
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Untitled. 1988
ink print collage. charcoal. paintstick. Xerox, rubberized
cork. and wooden balustrades on plywood

69 x 47"(175.2 x 119.4 cm)

"New Work" Isgenerously supported by Collectors Forum.

0 1988 San Franc ;co Mu..,um of Modem Art
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art .sa member-supported. privately funded
museum receiving ma1or grants from the California Arts Council. the Columbia

Untitled. 1988
ink print collage, gesso, charcoal, paintstick. and wood on

Foundation. the W1lloam G Irwin Chanty Foundation the Henry Luce Foundation.

the National Endowment for the Ans. the Sin Francisco Fou ndati on. and Grants for

gessoed plywood

the Arts of the San Francisco Ho1el Tax Fund

72 x 47" (182.9

Photograph by Douglas M Parker Studio

x

119.4 cm)

AND ESTA•LISHED ARTISTS

JILL

JILL GIEGERICH

GIEGERICH

Born in Chappaqua. New York. 1952
One of the more notable features of much recent contemporary

Lives and works in Los Angeles

art has been the appropriation of architecture and des1gn-fum1ture
particularly- as subiect matter. As long ago as 1963 Richard

EDUCATION

Artschwagerwas constructing sculptures that. covered with Formica

California Institute of the Arts. Valencia.B.FA.1975;

(surely one of the few truly disreputable materials of late mod

M FA. 1977

ernism!). could be regarded as reductiv1st parodies of product1on
line fur niture. BrieOy pigeonholed with Pop art. over the longer

SELECTED INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITIONS

stretch Artschwager's work languished in a sort of aesthetic limbo,

1980

falling between the two stools of Pop and Minimalism More re

Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art
Entrance Gallery

cently. however. Artschwager has emerged as a leading figure in
the investigation of the language of representation itself. In utterly
fusing furniture and sculpture. Artschwager and (later) other s

1981

maintained a fresh. creative ambiguity and invited the viewer to

Riko Mizuno Gallery. Los Angeles

contemplate the relat onship between art. subject matter. and the

1983

everyday environment.

Margo Leavin Gallery. Los Angeles

Jill Gieger;ch's earl er work was clearly related to this ten

1985

dency. Her predomin.ontly brown. black. and gray-hued wall pieces

Margo Leav1n Galler y . Los Angeles

w ere based on comrron objects-faucets. kettles, tables. and so
on-"reduced" as one critic remarked "to two dimensions before

1986

it was reconstructed n three" 1 But what she reconstructed was

David McKee Gal ery New York

simultaneously an object in its own right-a work of art-and a

1987

shadow of its former self-the t hing represented.

Carnegie Mellon University Art Gallery, Pittsburgh

If asked to name the artists by whom she has been inOuenced,
Giegerich cites a vaned list of contemporary and historical figures
led by such movements as Cubism. Constructivism. and Dada.2
Though her apphcati::>n of these influences are clearly her own
her predilections

from these early

twentieth-century revolution

ary movements are reflec ted in her use of faceted form. raking
lines. and industrial materials. But if she 1s fascinated by Construe·
tivists' r adical approach to form and materials, Giegerich has little
or no interest n the•· sooal agenda. The ph losophy underlying
her art has more to do with Plato and the founders of Greek
philosophy than with nineteenth-and twertieth-century political
theory In look ing at a Giegerich sculpture of. say. a table or kettle
(all her work 1s untitled). viewers are acutely aware that what con
fronts them. nattened and larg ely drained of color. 1s no more than
the notion of this artifact. rendered in such a way as to constitute
a critique of all kettles. In a curious and highly personal fashion.
Giegerich offers something that can be regarded as both the shadow

Margo Leavm Gallery Los Angeles
Unorltd. 1987
Even so, underlying this recent shift from hard-nosed to
ethereal forms are concerns similar to those that have always
motivated the artist Where before she seemed to inquire "how do
we reconstruct and maintain an image of something?': her ques
tion is now "how is an image or an idea formed in the first place?"
A voracious reader. Giegench has recently been explor•ng the
Hindu stories of Shiva and Marxist ideas of the evolution of
consC1ousness. She finds the common ground in these otherwise
dramatically different philisoph1cal manifestations in their empha
sis on act1v1ty (creation for Shiva, work for Marx). which stimu
lates awareness and deeper understand i ng. In related fashion.
through her search for new forms her creative actions as an artist
will contribute to a language that will ultimately cast some light
on how she perceives the world

glimpsed by the inhabitants of Plato's cave-as they sat with their

Pure abstraction-one possible "logical" conclusion of this

backs to the entrance-and at the same time, the Platonic idea

particular line of inquiry-does not seem to interest Giegerich As

(perfect form) that cast the shadow in the first place
Another paradox in Giegemh's work derives from her pen
chant for rendering such amorphous substances as flowing water
and steam in the same terms as the artifacts from which they issue.
thereby undercutting the semblance of analysis with a distinctly
inventive-even 1rrat1onal-strain. It 1s this strain that Giegerich
has chosen to explore in her most recent work. Unlike the previous
wall pieces. based largely on recognizable objects. G1eger;ch's
new work relies almost entirely on invented form. The strange
spindle shape. featured in several works. looks vaguely utilitarian.
Actually. 1t evolved out of a series of free-flowing d rawings and has
no bas's in observation. Further. in a part1a abandonment of her
earlier gritty industrial finishes, Giegerich now experiments with
colors that verge on the decorative. The artist seems to evoke not
so

much the sp1nt of materia 1st philosophy as that of Middle

Eastern transcendent3lism.

for the previous wall reliefs. 'the balance between illusion and
objects" 1s of critical importance to her new paintings.3 In Untitled,
1987. a black, smoke-like form loops over a translucent object.
itself made up of trumpet. claw-hammer head. and bulb-like
shapes the black smoke s more tangible than the mechanistic but
ghostly contraption. Alongside them both 1s a black sans serif "2"
sig nifying. in the artist's mind, the notion of options. It is this
optional challenge that Giegerich offers as a "theatrical confronta
tion" for the viewer hoping to "tear the piece apart by riding the
two Im es of object and illusion:' 4 In a sense Giegerich asks the
viewer to complete the work; to go beyond the artist's very real.
forma accomplishment and to examine the mechanisms by which.
in a world of infinite possibility, contradiction, and chaos, some
measure of certainty can be established.
Graham W.J. Beal
Elise S. Haas ChiefCurator
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